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1 Dear Customer,
Thank you for your purchase of this MyCrown Design unit from 
FONA Dental.

This device enables you to use computer support to produce dental 
restorations, e.g. from ceramic material with a natural appearance.

Improper use and handling can create hazards and cause damage. 
Please therefore read and follow these operating instructions carefully. 
Always keep them within easy reach.

Also pay attention to the safety instructions to prevent personal injury and 
material damage.
Your 
MyCrown Design team

1.1. Contact information

Customer Service Center In the event of technical queries, please use our online contact form at 
http://www.fonadental.com/support. Take advantage also of 
our online offer.

Manufacturer Sirona Dental Systems GmbH

Distributor FONA Dental, s.r.o.
Stefanikova 7, 
811 06, Bratislava
Slovak Republic
Phone: +421 2 322 32 455
E-Mail: info@fonadental.com 
www.fonadental.com
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2 General information
Please read this document completely and follow the instructions exactly. 
You should always keep it within reach.

Original language of the present document: German

2.1. Structure of the document

2.1.1 Identification of danger levels
To prevent personal injury and material damage, please observe the 
warning and safety information provided in this document. This 
information is highlighted as follows:

Tip: Information for facilitating work.

DANGER
An imminent danger that could result in serious bodily injury or death.

WARNING
A possible dangerous situation that could result in serious bodily injury 
or death.

CAUTION
A possible dangerous situation that could result in slight bodily injury.

NOTICE 
Potentially harmful situation that could lead to damage to the product or 
an object in its environment.

IMPORTANT
Application instructions and other important information.
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2.1.2 Formats and symbols used
The formats and symbols used in this document have the following 
meaning:

2.2. Legend

 Prerequisite

1. First action step
2. Second action step
or

➢ Alternative action

 Result

➢ Individual action step

Requests you to do something.

see “Formats and symbols 
used [ → 6]”

Identifies a reference to another text 
passage and specifies its page 
number.

● List Identifies a list.
“Command / menu item” Identifies commands, menu items or 

quotations.

Manufacturer

Article number

Serial number

Batch number

Internal name for identifying the product.

Year of manufacture

Expiration date
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ESD Symbol

Warning: Hot surface

Product disposal symbol (see "Disposal").

Unit generates and transmits radio frequency energy. 

This product is a medical device in accordance with Council Directive 
93/42/EEC.

Temperature limits

Information on the packaging: The limit values apply to shipping and 
storage.

Information on the unit: The limit values apply to operation.

Humidity limits

Information on the packaging: The limit values apply to shipping and 
storage.

Information on the unit: The limit values apply to operation.

Follow the operating instructions.

To ensure safe operation of the unit, the user must follow the operating 
instructions.

Operating Instructions in electronic format

Type BF applied parts
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Alternating current symbol

Symbol for ON/OFF switch 
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3 General description
3.1. Certification

CE mark

This product bears the CE mark in accordance with the provisions of 
Council Directive 93/42/EEC of June 14, 1993 concerning medical 
devices.

Compliance

Anyone creating or changing a medical electrical system through a 
combination with other devices in accordance with standard EN 60601-1-
1:2001 based on 60601-1-1:2000 (specification for the safety of medical 
electrical systems)/UL 60601-1 Part 1: first edition 2003 is responsible for 
ensuring that the requirements of these standards are met to the full 
extent in order to ensure the safety of patients, operators and the 
environment.

3.2. Intended use
MyCrown Design consists of a mobile image acquisition and image 
processing unit. The cavity is measured in 3D using the 3D oral camera. 
A 3D model is created from the 3D measuring data with the geometry 
available. Using the CAD software, a restoration body is constructed on 
this model. This is processed on a separate material processing machine 
from one block of material, using CAM software at the end.

The unit may be operated only by medically trained and qualified 
personnel.
This unit must not be used for any other purpose. If the unit is used for 
any purpose other than the one mentioned above, it may be damaged.

Intended use also includes compliance with these Operating Instructions 
and the relevant maintenance instructions.

NOTICE 
CE mark for connected products

Further products which are connected to this unit must also bear the CE 
mark.

CAUTION
Follow the instructions

If the instructions for operating the unit described in this document are 
not observed, the intended protection of the user may be impaired.
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4 Safety
4.1. Basic safety information

4.1.1 Prerequisites

4.1.2 Connecting the unit
Perform connection by following the directions given in the present 
operating instructions.

4.1.3 General safety information

NOTICE 
Important information on building installation

In order to prevent the risk of an electric shock, this unit must only be 
connected to a supply mains with a ground wire.

The building installation must be performed by a qualified expert in 
compliance with the national regulations. 

NOTICE 
Restrictions regarding installation site

The system is not intended for operation in areas subject to explosion 
hazards.

NOTICE 
Do not damage the unit!

The unit can be damaged if opened improperly.

It is expressly prohibited to open the unit with tools!

CAUTION
Electric shock

Do not touch the camera plug or camera bushing while you are touching 
the patient.

CAUTION
Do not damage the monitor

DO NOT touch the screen with sharp or pointed objects.

If the monitor is damaged, prevent any leaking liquid from coming into 
contact with your skin, mucous membranes (eyes, mouth), or foodstuffs 
and be careful not to inhale any escaping vapors.

Rinse any parts of your body or items of clothing already contaminated 
by the liquid with ample amounts of water and soap.
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4.1.4 Modifications to the product
Modifications to this product which might affect the safety of the system 
owner, patients or other persons are prohibited by law!

4.1.5 Accessories
In order to ensure product safety, this device may be operated only with 
original accessories from FONA Dental or third-party accessories 
expressly approved by FONA Dental. In particular, only the power cable 
supplied with the unit or the corresponding original spare part may be 
used with the unit. The user is responsible for any damage resulting from 
the use of non-approved accessories.

CAUTION
In cases of epilepsy

Some epileptics suffer from light-sensitive epilepsy. For many people 
with light-sensitive epilepsy, an “aura” or peculiar sensations occur 
before the onset of a seizure. The affected person should turn their eyes 
away from the flashing light source if it causes peculiar sensations.

CAUTION
Note on the prevention, recognition, and elimination of unintended 
electromagnetic effects: 

The acquisition unit is Class B equipment (classified according to 
CISPR 11, EN 60601-1-2: 2007 based on IEC 60601-1-2:2007 and 
A1:2004).

This system may be operated in a residential area provided that it is 
used under the responsibility of a medical specialist.

NOTICE 
Install only approved software

To prevent interference with the runtime reliability of the program, only 
approved software may be installed.

NOTICE 
Ventilation openings must not be obstructed.

CAUTION
Only use dead storage devices

Only use dead storage devices with this unit. Dead storage devices are 
e.g. USB sticks for saving data files. The use of other live or dead 
peripheral units is not permitted.

Do not use any battery-operated storage devices or storage devices that 
are connected to the power supply.
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4.1.6 Movement and stability of the unit

4.1.7 Maintenance and repair
As distributors of dental instruments and laboratory equipment, we can 
assume responsibility for the safety properties of the unit only if the 
following points are observed:

● The maintenance and repair of this unit may be performed only by 
FONA Dental or by agencies authorized by FONA Dental.

● Components which have failed and influence the safety of the unit 
must be replaced with original (OEM) spare parts.

Please request a certificate whenever you have such work performed. It 
should include:

● The type and scope of work.

● Any changes made in the rated parameters or working range.

● Date, name of company and signature.

NOTICE 
The unit can overturn or slip away

For reasons of tilt stability, the unit must be pulled by its side handles 
when being moved. If you push the unit, obstacles on the floor could 
block its wheels, thus causing it to overturn. 

The wheels of the unit have brakes which can be locked to ensure 
secure positioning. If the unit is steeply inclined or standing on a slippery 
surface and lateral forces are acting on it, it may slide even though the 
wheel brakes are locked.

➢ Always make sure that the unit's footprint is a flat, nonskid surface.
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4.2. Safety labels
Plug connections of external interfaces

Heater plate

4.3. Wireless phone interference with equipment
The use of mobile wireless phones in practice or hospital environments 
must be prohibited to ensure safe operation of the unit.

CAUTION
Additional devices connected to external interfaces must be tested 
according to the relevant standards, e.g.:

EN 60601-1:1990 + A1:1993 + A2:1995 based on IEC 60601-1, EN 
60950-1:2001 based on IEC 60950-1:2001, EN61010-1:2001 based on 
IEC 61010-1:2001, UL 60601-1 Part 1: first edition 2003, UL 60950 third 
edition 2000, UL 3101-1 Part 1 first edition 1993). 

They must be installed outside of the patient area (a radius of 1.5m 
surrounding the patient).

CAUTION
Low voltages are applied to the sockets for connecting external 
interfaces.

➢ Do not touch the pins of the connectors.

NOTICE 
The externally connected cables must not be subjected to pulling stress.

CAUTION
Risk of burns due to hot surface!

➢ Never touch the heater plate (A)!
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4.4. Radio interference
MyCrown Design is Wi-Fi-compatible. It is designed for transmissions 
(sending and receiving) in various frequency ranges from 2412.0 MHz to 
5825.0 MHz

By intercepting the transmissions, the wireless network module (WLAN/
Wi-Fi) determines which system frequencies are available and then 
operates in the available ranges.
The wireless network module transmits at a maximum power of 0.12 W.
The system can cause radio interference or interrupt the operation of 
units in the vicinity.

If necessary, take measures to remedy this, for example realign or move 
the MyCrown Design acquisition unit or shield the location.

4.4.1 Radiotelephones
Mobile RF communications equipment can affect electro-medical 
equipment. Therefore, the use of mobile wireless phones in medical office 
or hospital environments must be prohibited.

4.5. Making backup copies
To increase the system's data security and protect themselves against 
data losses, users should make backup copies of the data regularly. 

4.6. Disturbance of data transmission
Data communication between the acquisition unit and the MyCrown 
Design milling and grinding unit should preferably be via the wireless 
module. As for all wireless connections (e.g. cell phones), heavy 
utilization of the available radio channels or shielding caused by building 
installations (e.g. metal-shielded X-ray enclosures) may impair the quality 
of the connection. This may become noticeable through a reduction in 
range and/or a slower data transmission rate. In extreme cases, it will be 
impossible to establish a wireless connection at all.

FONA Dental has selected the best possible configuration for data 
communication via the wireless module, which generally provides perfect 
functioning of this connection. However, in individual cases unrestricted 
wireless data communication may be impossible for the reasons 
mentioned above and/or due to local circumstances. In such cases, a 
cable LAN connection should be selected to ensure uninterrupted 
operation.
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5 Technical information
5.1. Technical data

Transport and storage conditions 

Operating conditions

Dimensions and weight

Type designation MyCrown Design
Rated line voltage 100-240 V ~ / 50/60Hz
Nominal current 3.0A to 2.0A
Type of protection against electric shock Class I device
Type of protection against electric shock 
(camera)

Type BF applied part 

Degree of protection against ingress of 
water

Ordinary device (without 
protection against ingress 
of water)

Degree of contamination 2
Installation category Ⅱ
Operating mode Continuous operation

Temperature -25°C to +60°C

(-13°F to +140°F)
Relative humidity 10% to 75%
Air pressure 700hPa - 1060hPa

Ambient temperature 10°C to 30°C

(50°F to 86°F)
Relative humidity 30% to 85%

No condensation
Air pressure 700 hPa – 1,060 hPa
Operating altitude ≤  3000m

Dimensions W x H x D 
in mm 635 x 1170 x 525 
Weight

● Total weight, approx.

● Approx. weight without stand:

● Approx. weight of stand:

33 kg

15 kg 

18 kg 
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5.2. Electromagnetic compatibility
Observance of the following information is necessary to ensure safe 
operation regarding EMC aspects.

MyCrown Design complies with the requirements for electromagnetic 
compatibility (EMC) according to IEC 60601-1-2:2001 and A1:2004.

MyCrown Design is hereinafter referred to as "UNIT".

5.2.1 Electromagnetic emission
The UNIT is intended for operation in the electromagnetic environment 
specified below. 

The customer or user of the UNIT should make sure that it is used in such 
an environment.

Emission measurement Conformity Electromagnetic environment - guidelines
RF emissions according to CISPR 11 Group 1 The UNIT uses RF energy only for its internal 

function. Therefore, its RF emissions are very low 
and are not likely to cause any interference in 
nearby electronic equipment.

RF emissions according to CISPR 11 Class B The UNIT is intended for use in all facilities, 
including residential areas and in any facilities 
connected directly to a public power supply 
providing electricity to buildings used for residential 
purposes.

Harmonics 
according to IEC 61000-3-2

Class A

Voltage fluctuations / flicker according 
to IEC 61000-3-3

coincides
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5.2.2 Interference immunity
The UNIT is intended for operation in the electromagnetic environment 
specified below.

The customer or user of the UNIT should make sure that it is used in such 
an environment.

Interference 
immunity tests

IEC 60601-1-2 Test level Compliance level Electromagnetic environment – 
guidelines

Electrostatic 
discharge (ESD) 
according to IEC 
61000-4-2

± 6 kV contact

± 8 kV air

± 6 kV contact

± 8 kV air

Floors should be wood, concrete, or 
ceramic tile. If floors are covered with 
synthetic material, the relative 
humidity should be at least 30%.

Electrical fast 
transient/burst 
according to 
IEC 61000-4-4

± 1 kV for input and output 
lines

± 2 kV for power supply 
lines

± 1kV for input and 
output lines

± 2 kV for power supply 
lines

The quality of the line power supply 
should be that of a typical commercial 
or hospital environment.

Surge voltages 
according to IEC 
61000-4-5

± 1 kV differential mode 
voltage

± 2 kV common mode 
voltage

± 1 kV differential mode 
voltage

± 2 kV common mode 
voltage

The quality of the line power supply 
should be that of a typical commercial 
or hospital environment.

Voltage dips, short 
interruptions and 
variations of the 
power supply 
according to IEC 
61000-4-11

<5% UT for ½ period 
(>95% dip of UT)

40% UT for 5 periods (60% 
dip of UT)

70% UT for 25 periods 
(30% dip of UT)

<5% UT for 5sec. (>95% 
dip of UT

<5% UT for ½ period 
(>95% dip of UT)

40% UT for 5 periods 
(60% dip of UT)

70% UT for 25 periods 
(30% dip of UT)

<5% UT for 5sec. (>95% 
dip of UT

The quality of the line power supply 
should be that of a typical commercial 
or hospital environment.

Magnetic field of 
power frequencies 
(50/60 Hz) according 
to IEC 61000-4-8

3 A/m 3 A/m Power frequency magnetic fields 
should be at levels characteristic of a 
typical location in a typical commercial 
or hospital environment.

Remarks: UT is the AC supply voltage prior to application of the test level.

Portable and mobile radio equipment 
must not be used within the 
recommended working clearance 
from the UNIT and its cables, which is 
calculated based on the equation 
suitable for the relevant transmission 
frequency.

Recommended working clearance:
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Remark 1
The higher frequency range applies at 80 MHz and 800 MHz.

Remark 2
These guidelines may not be applicable in all cases. The propagation of 
electromagnetic waves is influenced by their absorption and reflection by 
buildings, objects and persons.

1. Field strengths from fixed transmitters, such as base stations for radio 
(cellular/cordless) telephones and land mobile radios, amateur radio, 
AM/FM radio and TV broadcasts, cannot be predicted theoretically 
with accuracy. An investigation of the location is recommended to 
determine the electromagnetic environment resulting from stationary 
RF transmitters. If the measured field strength in the location in which 
the UNIT is used exceeds the applicable RF compliance level 
specified above, the UNIT should be observed to verify normal 
operation. If unusual performance characteristics are observed, it 
may be necessary to take additional measures such as reorientation 
or repositioning of the UNIT.

2. Over the frequency range 150kHz to 80 MHz, field strengths should 
be less than 3 V/m.

Conducted RF 
interference 
IEC 61000-4-6

3 Veff
150 kHz to 80 MHz

3 Veff d= [1.2] √P

Radiated RF 
interference
 IEC 61000-4-3

3 V/m 
80 MHz to 800 MHz

3 V/m
800 MHz to 2.5 GHz

3 V/m
 

3 V/m
 

d= [1.2] √P
at 80 MHz to 800 MHz
d= [2.3] √P
at 800 MHz to 2.5 GHz

where P is the nominal transmitter 
output in watts (W) specified by the 
transmitter manufacturer and d is the 
recommended working clearance in 
meters (m).

Field strengths from fixed RF 
transmitters, as determined by an 
electromagnetic site survey1 should 
be less than the compliance level2 in 
each frequency range.

Interference is possible in the vicinity 
of equipment bearing the following 

graphic symbol.

Interference 
immunity tests

IEC 60601-1-2 Test level Compliance level Electromagnetic environment – 
guidelines
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5.2.3 Working clearances

Recommended working clearances 
between portable and mobile RF 
communication devices and the UNIT

The UNIT is intended for operation in an electromagnetic environment, 
where radiated RF interference is checked. The customer or the user of 
the UNIT can help prevent electromagnetic interference by duly 
observing the minimum distances between portable and/or mobile RF 
communication devices (transmitters) and the UNIT. These values may 
vary according to the output power of the relevant communication device 
as specified below.

For transmitters whose maximum nominal output is not specified in the 
above table, the recommended working clearance d in meters (m) can be 
determined using the equation in the corresponding column, where P is 
the maximum nominal output of the transmitter in watts (W) specified by 
the transmitter manufacturer.

Remark 1

An additional factor of 10/3 is applied when calculating the recommended 
working clearance between transmitters in the 80 MHz to 2.3 GHz 
frequency range in order to reduce the probability that a mobile/portable 
communication device unintentionally brought into the patient area could 
lead to interference.

Remark 2

These guidelines may not be applicable in all cases. The propagation of 
electromagnetic waves is influenced by their absorption and reflection by 
buildings, objects and persons.

Rated maximum output power of 
transmitter 
[W]

Working clearance according to transmission frequency [m]
150 kHz to 80 MHz 80 MHz to 800 MHz 800 MHz to 2.5 GHz

d= [1.2] √P d= [1.2] √P d= [2,3] √P

0,01 0,12 0,12 0,23
0,1 0,38 0,38 0,73
1 1,2 1,2 2,3
10 3,8 3,8 7,3
100 12 12 23
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6 Installation and startup
6.1. Transport and unpacking

All products from FONA Dental are carefully checked prior to shipment. 
Please perform an incoming inspection immediately after delivery.

1. Check the delivery note to ensure that the consignment is complete.

2. Check whether the product shows any visible signs of damage.

If return shipment is required, please use the original packaging for 
shipment.
To prevent damage to the unit, the stand must be removed during 
transport of the unit.

The unit is delivered in two packages for this reason.

6.2. Disposal of packaging materials
The packaging must be disposed of in compliance with the relevant 
national regulations. Please observe the regulations applicable in your 
country.

6.3. Scope of supply
The detailed scope of supply is specified in the document "Checklist". 

NOTICE 
Damage during transport

If the product was damaged during transport, please contact your 
carrying agent.
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6.4. Initial startup

6.4.1 Installation
When installing the system, make sure that there is enough space to 
allow proper operation.

● Position the acquisition unit so that the camera cable is long enough 
to reach the patient.

● There must be enough space behind the acquisition unit to ensure 
adequate ventilation. The ventilation openings on the back must not 
be covered.

● The power cable must be easily accessible so that it can be pulled out 
easily in an emergency.

Make sure that the environment fulfills the electromagnetic requirements 
(EMC) (see “Electromagnetic compatibility [ → 16]”).

Bear in mind that portable and mobile HF communications devices (such 
as cell phones, Bluetooth, etc.) can interfere with electrical medical 
devices.

The system must not adjoin other units or be stacked with other devices. 
Should this be necessary, however, check that the system is functioning 
normally.
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6.4.2 Controls and functional elements

Overview

Screen rearside

A Main switch ON/OFF
B Multi-touch screen
C Camera
D Trackball
E LAN port
F Power connection

A USB interface
B Camera cable
C Ventilation grid
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Camera heater

Fuses and Wi-Fi antennas 

Data interface

A Camera heater

A Main fuse
B Heater fuse
C Wi-Fi antennas

CAUTION
Electric shock

Do not touch the USB data interface or the LAN interface and the patient 
at the same time.

A

A Data interface
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6.4.3 Using a trackball
1. Turn the collar (A) counter-clockwise and remove it.
2. Insert the ball supplied.
3. Lay the collar (A) into position and turn it clockwise until it snaps into 

place.

6.4.4 Establish the connection between the PC and the milling 
and grinding unit via the wireless module.
The acquisition unit is equipped with a built-in wireless module. The 
milling and grinding unit includes an external wireless module. Up to three 
wireless modules can be connected by pairing to a radio network. This 
pairing is permanent, until it is manually reset.

6.4.4.1 Wireless module

Pairing the wireless modules

The wireless modules supplied are unpaired when delivered. When 
switching on for the first time, the following procedure must be carried out 
to ensure that only the desired modules are paired together so that later 
communication functions as desired.

A

IMPORTANT
Adjust the ease of action of the ball

For cover rings with various detent positions, the ease of action of the 
ball can be set by selecting the corresponding detent position.

NOTICE 
Wireless modules are only to be used for communication between the 
acquisition unit and the milling and grinding unit.

The wireless modules and the radio network created through pairing are 
completely independent of the additionally created interfaces for 
wireless network and cabled network. These latter are to be used for 
connection to a practice network with possible internet access.
The wireless modules have been developed specially for 
communication with the milling and grinding unit and may not be used 
for access to practice network or internet.

NOTICE 
Adhere to the following procedure

The following procedure must be followed precisely in order to establish 
several separate radio networks in the same area.
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To create a new radio network with up to three wireless modules, perform 
the following steps:

1. Place all acquisition units and the external wireless modules in the 
same area. The acquisition unit must remain switched off and the 
external wireless modules must not yet be connected to the power 
supply. 
The network cable from the wireless module to the milling and 
grinding unit must not be unplugged.

2. If possible, switch off all other acquisition units and wireless modules 
that are within around 30 meters of the pairing location. Check that no 
wireless module has been overlooked!

3. Identify the desired acquisition unit and up to two further wireless 
modules that are to be paired with one another. Prepare the 
connection of the wireless module to the power supply but do not plug 
it in yet. Connect the power cable to the acquisition unit.

4. Within one minute, switch on the acquisition unit and supply the 
wireless module with electricity.

5. After switching on the last device, wait approx. one minute.
6. If you wish to operate the wireless module and/or the acquisition unit 

in a different place, switch off the devices now, restructure them as 
desired and switch them on again. Ensure that the wireless module 
is connected by network cable to the milling and grinding unit. Now 
switch on the milling and grinding unit.

7. Make sure that the desired wireless modules are connected with one 
another: To do this, check on the acquisition unit in the MyCrown 
Design software under "Configuration"  and then under "Devices"  
that the desired milling and grinding unit(s) are available and/or can 
be added.

Following this pairing, these wireless modules remain permanently in an 
individual radio network and the devices connected to it can communicate 
with one another.

If the pairing of the radio network is to be revoked, all wireless modules 
participating in this radio network must first be reset and then directly 
disconnected. Then the above procedure can be started again.

Expand radio network – add new wireless module

IMPORTANT
Radio network limited to three wireless modules

A radio network with wireless modules can include up to three wireless 
modules. Larger radio networks are not possible.
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An existing radio network with two modules can have another wireless 
module added to it. To prevent other wireless modules from becoming 
part of the radio network, the user must perform the following steps:

1. Switch off the acquisition unit and the currently paired wireless 
modules.

2. Place the new wireless module alongside one of the wireless 
modules that already belongs to the radio network. Prepare the 
connection of the new wireless module to the power supply but do not 
plug in yet. 

3. Follow the above instructions for pairing the wireless modules from 
step 2.

6.4.5 Switching the unit on

Switch on the unit

✔ The camera is connected to the unit.
✔ The power cable is connected to the device and a socket.
✔ The USB license stick is connected with a valid, current license.
➢ Press the ON button (A).

 The operating system is launched and the Windows interface 
appears.

Checking/installing software

✔ The MyCrown Design software is installed. You will find the start icon 
on the desktop.

➢ If the MyCrown Design software is not installed, installed it from the 
enclosed data storage device.

NOTICE 
Do not put the unit into operation at low temperatures!

If you move the unit to the operating site from a cold environment, 
condensation may form and result in a short circuit.

✔ Install the unit at room temperature.
➢ Wait until the unit has reached room temperature and is absolutely 

dry (for at least one hour)
 The unit is dry and can be put into operation.

CAUTION
Use only the supplied power cord

Use only the power cord supplied by FONA Dental to connect the 
acquisition unit to the power supply.
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Starting the software

✔ The MyCrown Design software is installed. You will find the start icon 
on the desktop.

➢ To start the software, double-click on the MyCrown Design symbol on 
the desktop.

or
➢ Open the start menu and click on "MyCrown Design" .
 The software is started.

6.4.6 Switching the unit off

1. Exit all programs.
2. Open the start menu and click on the Windows Logo in the bottom left 

corner of the screen. Then click on the On-Off symbol directly above 
it and select the pop-up "Shutdown" .

or
➢ Briefly press the On-Off button (A).

 Windows shuts down, the screen goes off and after a few 
seconds the fan also stops. Only then is the device really 
switched off.

3. To separate the device completely from the supply voltage, the power 
cable must be unplugged from the device.

6.4.7 Integrating the unit in a network
To connect the unit to the internet and a practice network, the unit is 
equipped with a wireless network adapter and a network socket on the 
foot of the device. The internet connection enables you to transmit cases 
to a dental laboratory.

NOTICE 
Proper shutdown procedure for Windows

The operating system must always be shut down properly to prevent 
data loss.
The device is only completely shut down when the fan is no longer 
running. This is only the case a few seconds after the screen has 
switched off.

IMPORTANT
Connection to the internet

Connecting to the internet can entail risks for the unit or other units in the 
network, such as loss of data protection or malware.

The network operator is responsible for identifying, examining, and 
limiting these risks. This must be checked each time the network 
settings are altered, units are removed or added, or network units are 
updated.
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Possibilities for interfacing with a network

● For each wireless network, establish one connection to your router 
with internet connection using your available connection (e.g. DSL, 
T1, ...).

The internet connection must be operated by an external internet 
service provider.

It can be helpful to use a WLAN Access Point or WLAN Repeaters to 
establish a stable wireless network connection to the acquisition unit.

● Establish a connection to the practice network using a network cable. 
Access to the internet can also be obtained via the practice network 
router.

● Establish a connection to the practice network using a network cable. 
For each wireless network, establish a separate connection to the 
internet router, so as to separate practice network and internet.

● Establish the internet connection e.g. using a modem stick from a 
mobile phone provider.

Wireless network via internet router

A Internet
B Internet router
C Wireless connection
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Wireless network via existing practice network

Important information on network adapters

The network adapters in Windows are provided from the factory with 
notes about their use, which are in square brackets after their names. The 
name at the start and the numbering can be different for yours.

From the factory these are:

● Ethernet [Milling]

● Ethernet 2 [Office]

● Ethernet 3 [Camera]

● Wi-Fi

The network adapter for wireless network (wi-fi) and the network socket 
on the base of the device [Office] are set at the factory to automatic 
configuration. Usually a simple connection is sufficient and only in rare 
cases is manual configuration of the IP addresses required.

A Internet
B Internet router
C Network switch
D Access point
E Wireless connection
F Practice network

NOTICE 
Configuration of network adapter

The configuration of network adapters [Milling] and [Camera] must not 
be adjusted. 
The IP address ranges 192.168.230.x and 192.168.232.x must not be 
used on the other network adapters!
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Connecting the unit to the wireless network

✔ The unit is switched on.
1. Tap the network symbol (A) on the Windows taskbar.

 The list of available wireless networks is displayed.

2. Tap the desired wireless network.
3. If necessary, enter the password and tap the "OK"  button. Use the 

Windows on-screen keyboard to do this.
 The unit is connected to the wireless network.

Calling up the Windows on-screen keyboard

1. Touch the keyboard symbol on the bottom right in the Windows 
taskbar.
 The on-screen keyboard is shown.

2. It can be closed again using the close symbol (X) in the upper right 
corner.

The on-screen keyboard can be undocked from the screen edge and then 
moved using the symbol to the left of the close symbol.

The key layout can be set using the keyboard button below right.

6.4.8 Connecting the camera to the unit

The MyCrown Scan camera was developed for use with MyCrown 
Design. It is not compatible with another unit.

Checking the connection

1. Check that the cable between the unit and the camera is connected.
2. Start the "MyCrown Design"  software.
3. Begin a new case and then switch directly to phase ACQUISITION.
4. If in Phase ACQUISITION the camera remains inactive, close the 

software and start the program “MyCrown CamChecker“ from the 
start menu.
 If a camera picture is shown in the program “MyCrown 

CamChecker“, then the camera, the cable and the network 
settings are OK. Now check the license and the software 
"MyCrown Design" . 

 If no camera picture is shown in the program “MyCrown 
CamChecker“, contact Customer Services as a next step to reset 
the network configuration to delivery condition using the “Camera 
Network Configurator“ tool.

CAUTION
Camera not compatible with other units

The camera MyCrown Scan may only be connected to MyCrown 
Design.
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7 Operation
7.1. General

Test the system before starting an exposure. It must not be damaged. 
The system must be complete and ready for scanning.

Pay particular attention to the camera enclosure and the unit. It must not 
be damaged, distorted, or cracked. Cables and power cables must not be 
cut or damaged in any other way.

Prior to use

Check the camera prior to each use.

● The camera must be in good condition and must not show any visible 
signs of damage.

● The camera cable and the strain relief must not be frayed at the ends 
or damaged in any other way.

Do not use the camera if it is damaged. Do not repair the camera yourself. 
In case of visible damage to the camera, please contact your dealer.
Check the unit prior to each use.

● The unit must be in good condition and must not show any visible 
signs of damage.
Check each side of the enclosure for cracks, deformation, or other 
signs of damage.

Do not use the unit if it is damaged. Do not repair the unit yourself. 
Contact your dealer if the unit, camera, or power cable show visible signs 
of damage.

CAUTION
Injuries due to damaged units

Undetected damage to the unit or camera may cause injuries to the 
patient or user.

➢ Inspect the enclosure of the unit and camera properly.

IMPORTANT
Do not pull on the camera cable

Do not pull on the camera cable if it does not reach the patient.

➢ Check whether you can move the camera sufficiently prior to use.
➢ If necessary, reposition the unit.
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7.2. Preparations

7.2.1 Preparing patients

Tooth surface

The surface of the preparation is captured with an especially fast and 
precisely functioning optical measuring technique. This measuring 
technique requires a sample, which is applied to the teeth using MyCrown 
HD. This is the precondition for a high-contrast image and good optical 
measurement.

7.2.2 MyCrown HD

Use the MyCrown HD aerosol spray as the contrast agent when using 
MyCrown Design.

1. Clean and dry the surface to be coated.
2. Place the spray head with cannula/nozzle onto the spray can.
3. Check that the cannula/nozzle is seated correctly before each use by 

pulling it gently.
4. Shake the container before use.
5. Cover the scanning area with the spray in a targeted manner. The 

cannula/nozzle can be rotated as required to enable optimal coating 
from all directions. Keep the can upright for this. The spray nozzle 
should be held approx. 10-15 mm away from the object.

6. Take an exposure with the camera as usual.
7. After taking the exposure, clean the surface with an air/water spray.
8. Replace the cannula/nozzle after each use.

NOTICE 
Thin and even coating

The accuracy of the scan is impaired if the contrast agent coating is too 
thick. If the contrast agent coating is too thin, the tooth is not sufficiently 
covered, making the scan difficult or impossible.

➢ Try to deposit as thin and even a coating as possible on all surfaces, 
especially in the edge and marginal regions.

IMPORTANT
Read the Operating Instructions

Before using the contrast agent MyCrown HD, read the operating 
instructions supplied with the product.

CAUTION
Dispose of contrast agent nozzle after use

The contrast agent nozzle must not be reused.

➢ You must dispose of the contrast agent nozzle correctly after each 
use.
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7.2.3 Marking the cervical step
The cervical and lateral edges are coated from the proximal direction.

If the cervical step is located at the same height as the edge of the 
gingiva, the spray may cover the borderline between these two 
structures.

This boundary can be marked again by running a fine probe along the 
step or laterally pulling a rubber cofferdam.

Before you start spraying, you can loosely insert dental floss and then 
carefully remove it again.

7.3. Preparing the camera
The MyCrown Scan camera is a precision measurement tool and must be 
well protected during use, storage, and transport.

If the camera is used improperly or dropped, send the camera to FONA 
Dental for repair or replacement.

Before starting the scanning procedure, make sure that the camera has 
been cleaned and disinfected in accordance with the cleaning and 
disinfection instructions. Use a camera sheath.

The camera sheath is used once and then thrown away. It protects the 
camera body and makes cleaning and disinfection after the exposure 
easier.

Using the camera sheath

1. Hold onto the sheath and insert the camera between the white flap 
and the protective foil. The camera window must face to the right.

2. Slowly guide the camera into the camera sheath until the camera 
head reaches the end of the sheath. Make sure that you do not push 
too hard and damage the camera sheath.

3. Pull the protective foil off.
4. Carefully push the camera towards the end of the sheath so that the 

sheath fits firmly.

NOTICE 
Avoid applying too much or not enough coating. We recommend 
blowing the object clean with compressed air after spraying.

Manufacturer Product Order Number
TiDi® MyCrown Scan 

Sheaths
66 12 001

IMPORTANT
The sheath only protects the camera body from dirt. The camera window 
is not covered by the sheath. The LEDs may be covered.

CAUTION
Follow the cleaning and disinfection instructions in order to avoid cross-
contamination between patients.
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7.4. Scanning with the camera

CAUTION
Dispose of camera sheath after use

The camera sheath must not be reused.

➢ You must dispose of the camera sheath correctly after use.

CAUTION
Hot surface!

The mirror sleeve of the camera is preheated in the camera holder (A). 
After the camera is removed from its holder, the surface temperature of 
the mirror sleeve can still be up to 51 °C by the time it is used for the 
patient. This may cause an unpleasant heat sensation on contact with a 
person's skin or mucous membrane. These temperatures will not 
damage the skin or mucosal membrane.

Hold the camera at the metal sleeve like a pen during the acquisition.

Make sure that the camera is deactivated in the holder. Only turn the 
camera on immediately prior to use on the patient.

Before starting to take pictures, make sure that the parts of the camera 
that come into contact with the patient do not exceed the maximum 
permitted temperature of 51°C.

If the patient is particularly sensitive to heat, allow the camera to cool 
down further.

When taking the pictures, the camera must not be placed in the same 
position in the patient's mouth for an extended period (< 1 minutes) and 
must also not be pressed against the skin / oral mucosa with pressure 
applied. By observing these requirements, it is ensured that there will be 
no temperature-related damage to the skin / oral mucosa that come into 
contact with the camera even when the camera is used for an indefinite 
period.

Following use, always place the camera in the camera holder and 
deactivate the imaging mode.
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When switching on the system, the camera needs to warm up for 15 - 20 
minutes. If the sapphire glass of the camera is not sufficiently warm, it 
may steam up during the exposure. As such, it is not possible to carry out 
the exposure.

Principle of data acquisition

For data acquisition, the 3D model is developed externally based on 3D 
data that has already been acquired. You cannot therefore scan a molar 
and then switch to an incisor if the 3D data between these two teeth is not 
scanned.

Rapid camera movements can cause the system to lose its position.

Therefore, do not interrupt the exposure area and guide the camera with 
smooth movements.

Preparing the exposure

✔ The teeth are blown dry and the MyCrown HD contrast medium has 
been applied as described in the operating instructions.

1. Change to the ACQUISITION phase.
 The camera is ready for scanning.

 A live image appears which can be used to look around the 
patient's mouth.

2. Take the camera from its holder.
3. Position the camera above the tooth where the acquisition is 

supposed to start and hold the camera still.

NOTICE 
Image brightness

The image brightness during the exposure is controlled automatically so 
that there is always optimum image brightness, largely independent of 
the distance between the camera and the tooth.

The surroundings of the tooth to be scanned should be as weakly 
illuminated as possible. Avoid any type of external light. Switch off the 
operating light.

IMPORTANT
Do not use cotton rolls in the scan area

Do not use any cotton rolls or other moving parts in the vicinity of the 
scan area.
Should any pieces of cotton roll contaminate this area, the acquisitions 
will be inaccurate.
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Scanning in 3D

The software starts automatically in the image catalog where the 
preparation is located.

1. Bring the camera on the occlusion into position and hold the camera 
still to start the scan. The scan starts automatically.
 During the continuous data acquisition, a 3D model is generated 

automatically on the screen. Use both windows on the screen to 
navigate. The acoustic signal is interrupted if the camera loses its 
position and the scan flow is interrupted. In this case, move the 
camera to any area which has already been scanned, preferably 
an occlusal surface. The scanning procedure continues.

2. Scan the occlusal surface first of all. For this scan rapidly from distal 
to mesial, e.g. from 47 to 43. Next tilt the camera 45 to 90 degrees 
before scanning the vestibular / buccal surfaces and the lingual or 
palatinal surfaces.

3. To check during the scan whether all areas have been recorded, you 
can stop the scan by taking the camera out of the mouth and 
examining the model. The model can be maximized and rotated for 
this. Guide the camera to a point already scanned so that the 
software can find the re-entry point. Rescan the missing areas. If the 
powder layer has e.g. been removed through tongue exposure, you 
need to pause the scan, respray and then continue the scan.

4. The preparation itself, as well as the proximal surfaces of the 
neighboring teeth, must be recorded completely. You can simply 
rescan any missing information. The software will reconcile the 
different scans with each other.

5. To terminate the scan switch to a different image catalog or to the 
model phase for the next steps.

Scanning in 2D

In the "Video"  / "Photo"  step, you can make intraoral videos and 
individual intraoral images with the MyCrown scan for patient 
communication.

➢ Click the "Video"  / "Photo"  button on the step by step menu for this 
and select "Video"  or "Photo" . Bring the camera to the area around 
the patient's mouth which you wish to scan. The scan starts 
automatically.

CAUTION
No diagnosis with 2D scans

The photos and videos are used solely for patient communication.

➢ Do not use the photos and videos for diagnosis.
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Checking the model for completeness

Make sure that the entire surface of the prepared tooth has been scanned 
and incorporated into the 3D model. 

As you are unable to work with the 3D model during the exposure, check 
the model afterwards as follows:

1. Take the camera from the mouth and allow the individual image 
catalogs (clusters) to be calculated.

2. Carefully check the 3D model for completeness by rotating, moving, 
or changing the size of the model.

3. If the 3D model is incomplete, complete the scan by reactivating the 
camera and scanning the missing areas.

Scanning the opposing jaw

1. Select the image catalog for the opposing jaw.
2. Scan the occlusal, buccal, and lingual areas of the opposing jaw. 

Scan tooth by tooth from distal to mesial, as with scanning the 
preparation.

3. Switch to the next phase or to the next image catalog.
 The program calculates the data.

Scanning the buccal area

1. Select the buccal image catalog.
2. Scan the buccal area of the upper and lower jaw with the jaw closed.
3. Scan 2-3 teeth with the gingival section.
4. Change to the next phase.

 The program calculates the data.

Editing exposures

You can edit the individual exposures, for example, you can assign them 
to another jaw, cut them, or delete them.

The editing functions are described in the software user manual.

Activate/deactivate camera

➢ Tap below the "Camera View"  window on the "MyCrown Scan"  
button.
 The camera is activated or deactivated.
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8 Calibration
The measurement procedure used by the system requires the use of a 
MyCrown Scan calibrated camera. MyCrown Scan is factory calibrated. 

Calibrate MyCrown Scan after every reinstallation and after each time 
that it is transported.

The calibration set supplied is available for the calibration process.

In order to achieve optimum results, the MyCrown Scan must be allowed 
to warm up for 15-20 minutes before calibration.

Recalibrate the MyCrown Scan camera in the following cases:
● Following transportation (shaking stress) or during first 

commissioning

● After storage in unheated or non-air-conditioned rooms (temperature 
differences exceeding 30°C)

● With temperature differences of over 15°C between the last 
calibration and operation

● If errors occur in the acquisition process, such as poor image quality 
or the lack of a 3D preview.

Starting calibration

1. Tap on the "Configuration"  button in the system menu.
2. Tap the "Devices"  button and then MyCrown Scan.
3. Tap the "Calibrate"  button.

 The camera view is displayed in one window.

Calibrate the camera

1. Remove the protective cap from the calibration set.
2. Place the calibration attachment (A) on the camera as shown in the 

image and turn the calibration screwdriver (B) clockwise to the stop 
point.

IMPORTANT
In the event of errors that occur in the acquisition process

In general, carrying out a calibration is the correct process in the event 
of errors in the acquisition process (such as poor image quality or the 
lack of a 3D preview). In many cases, the errors can be corrected in 
doing so.

A MyCrown Scan calibration attachment 
B Calibration screwdriver
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3. Insert the camera as far as possible into the calibration attachment 
(A) and fasten it there using your finger.

4. Tap the "OK"  button.
 The measuring process starts.

 The software prompts you to proceed on the calibration 
screwdriver to the next latching.

5. Turn the calibration screwdriver approx. a further 90 degrees 
counterclockwise until it locks into place.

6. IMPORTANT: Hold the MyCrown Scan camera still with this.
Tap the "OK"  button.
 The software confirms the calibration process.

 The software prompts you to proceed on the calibration 
screwdriver to the next latching.

7. Repeat this process until 12 images have been taken.
 The software provides status updates on the calibration and 

informs you once the procedure is complete.

 You will be prompted to measure the position of the exit window 
(see next section).

Measuring the position of the exit window

1. Mount the bottom side of the calibration set to the tip of the camera.
2. Tap the "OK"  button.

 The calibration process is continued.

 Once the calibration is complete, a message is displayed 
indicating this.

3. Tap the "OK"  button to confirm the message.
 The MyCrown Scan camera is calibrated.

Error message during calibration

The software indicates if an error occurs during calibration. If the 
calibration process resulted in errors, restart the software.

End calibration

✔ The software indicates that the calibration was completed 
successfully.

➢ Click the "OK"  button.
 The MyCrown Scan camera is calibrated.
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9 Maintenance
9.1. General maintenance

9.2. Cleaning and care

9.2.1 Care and cleaning agents

Approved care and cleaning agents

* Use only for high level disinfection!

WARNING
Danger of touching live parts

If the housing is damaged, there is a possibility of touching live parts 
inside the unit. If the housing is damaged, the unit must be put and left 
out of operation until it has been professionally repaired.

NOTICE 
Regular inspection

Some countries have legal regulations which require regular safety 
inspections of electrical devices or systems by the operator.

FONA Dental would like to draw your attention to the fact that a so-called 
"retest" (repeat test) must be carried out for the MyCrown Design 
acquisition unit at least every three years.

NOTICE 
Authorized care, cleaning agents, and disinfectants

Use only care, cleaning and disinfecting agents approved by the 
manufacturer!

Dürr ● FD 312

● FD 312 wet wipes

● FD 366 sensitive
ASP (Advanced Sterilization 
Products)

● CIDEX®OPA*

Alpro ● PlastiSept eco

● PlastiSept-Wipes eco
Schülke & Mayr ● Mikrozid sensitive liquid

● Mikrozid sensitive wipes
Henry Schein ● Maxima® Non-Alcoholic 

Surface Disinfection
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9.2.2 MyCrown Design surfaces

Cleaning

Clean the unit regularly using a soft cloth moistened with water.

Do not use any colored cloths for cleaning, since they may cause 
discoloration of the surfaces, e.g. in combination with disinfectants!

Protection against medicaments

Due to their high concentrations and the substances they contain, many 
medicaments can dissolve, etch, bleach or discolor surfaces.

9.2.3 MyCrown Scan camera
The MyCrown Scan is a very sensitive optical device and must therefore 
be handled with the utmost care. Protect the camera window against 
scratching and clean it with a lint-free rag.

The camera is cleaned and disinfected in two stages:

1. Cleaning

2. Disinfecting

The camera can be removed from the unit to make cleaning and 
disinfecting easier.

NOTICE 
Do not allow liquids to penetrate into the ventilation slots!

➢ Do not use any wet cloths.

NOTICE 
Never use corrosive cleaning agents, wax or solvents.

NOTICE 
The only way to prevent damage is to wipe off medicaments 
immediately with a damp cloth and a cleaning agent!

CAUTION
After each use

Clean and disinfect the camera after each patient.

➢ Follow the instructions on cleaning and disinfection in order to avoid 
cross-contamination between patients.
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Cleaning the camera

1. Moisten a clean, soft cloth with disinfectant or use a cloth pre-
impregnated with disinfectant, as listed in the section "Care and 
cleaning agents [ → 40]".

2. Wipe the surface of the camera with this cloth to clean any visible dirt 
off the camera.

3. Dry the camera using a clean, soft cloth.
4. Inspect the camera for any visible signs of contamination and repeat 

the cleaning process where necessary.

Disinfecting

✔ The camera has been cleaned.
1. Moisten a clean, soft cloth with disinfectant or use a cloth pre-

impregnated with disinfectant, as listed in the section "Care and 
cleaning agents [ → 40]".

2. Wipe all surfaces using the cloth and allow the disinfectant to work for 
the period stated in the manufacturer documentation.

3. Moisten a clean, soft cloth with tap water.
4. Wipe all surfaces using the moist cloth to wipe off the disinfectant.
5. Dry the camera using a clean, lint-free cloth.
6. If the window is not free from streaks, clean it with a clean, lint-free 

cloth and ethanol.

Sterilizing

CAUTION
If the camera is dropped accidentally, check whether the camera 
window is damaged. If the camera is damaged, it must no longer be 
used on patients. 

The camera must be recalibrated.

NOTICE 
Do not spray the camera with or immerse it completely in cleaning 
agents or disinfectants!

NOTICE 
Do not sterilize!

Do not sterilize the camera or the video cable!
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9.2.4 High-level disinfection
The complete process for high-level disinfection (HLD) is as follows:

Cleaning process after using the MyCrown Scan camera

A MyCrown Scan camera D Upper marking (bar on the 
retaining tube)

B Metal sleeve on the camera E HLD tank
C Retaining tube

NOTICE 
Observe manufacturer documentation

Take note of the manufacturer documentation when using HLD agents.

NOTICE 
Only immerse the camera part with the metal sleeve (B).

If the camera is immersed further than the metal sleeve (B), fluid can 
penetrate and damage the camera.

NOTICE 
Use only approved containers for HLD

Use only containers approved by FONA Dental for high-level 
disinfection (FONA-HLD-container: REF 64 85 937).

NOTICE 
Cable outlet

Do not apply fluids to the cable outlet.
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✔ The camera has been cleaned.
1. Wear suitable protective clothing for the HLD process.
2. Place the retaining tube in the HLD tank.
3. Pour the disinfection solution into the HLD tank up to the upper mark 

C (see image above).
4. Carefully place the camera in the retaining tube.
5. Leave the solution to work for the period of time set out in the 

manufacturer documentation. Should the camera be left in the 
solution for longer, the camera will not be damaged.

6. Rinse the camera with clean water where it was in the disinfection 
solution. Hold the camera with the mirror sleeve downwards when 
doing so.

7. Dry the camera using a sterile cloth. Make sure that the window is 
free from streaks. If the window is not free from streaks, clean it with 
a sterile, lint-free cloth and ethanol.

You can use the disinfection solution for the length of time stated in the 
manufacturer documentation for the disinfectant.

Where necessary, place a sticker on the HLD tank to mark when the 
solution was first used.

9.2.5 Cleaning and setting the trackball cover ring
1. Rotate the cover ring counterclockwise and remove it.
2. Clean inner surface of cover ring (A) with ethanol (commercially 

available cleaning alcohol).
3. Remove the ball.
4. Wipe out the calotte (spherical cap).
5. Insert the ball.
6. Fit the cover ring and turn it clockwise until it is firmly tightened.

A

NOTICE 
Setting the ease of action of the ball

For cover rings with various detent positions, the ease of action of the 
ball can be set by selecting the corresponding detent position.
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10 Troubleshooting

Problem Possible solution
Unit cannot be turned 
on.

● Check whether the power cable is plugged 
in.

● Press the unit's ON/OFF switch.

● If the problem persists, disconnect the unit 
from the power supply and check the fuses.

The camera heater 
does not heat.

● Check whether the camera is connected 
correctly.

● Check the heater's fuse.
The fuse has blown. NOTICE! Replacing the fuse may cause 

damage to the unit.

● Switch the unit off and disconnect it from 
the power supply.

● Have the fuse replaced by trained, 
specialist personnel or a service engineer.

The exposure cannot 
be performed.

● Check whether the software is displaying 
the ACQUISITION phase.

● Check whether the camera is switched on 
and the camera is displaying a live image.

● Check whether the camera is indicating an 
error.

● Check whether the teeth are covered with 
MyCrown HD in line with the instructions.

No connection can be 
established to the 
internet.

● Check the connection to the wireless 
network.

● Check the Internet connection.

● Restore the connection to the wireless 
network if necessary (see Integrating the 
unit in a wireless network).

● Briefly disconnect the wireless network 
router from the power supply. Restart 
MyCrown Design.
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11 Resetting to factory settings
The purpose of using the Recovery USB Stick is to reset Windows and 
the software settings of the FONA acquisition unit MyCrown Design in 
order to repair faults, e.g.: 

● after a system crash,

● non-physical hard drive faults or

● faulty software installations.

The procedure is carried out using the bootable recovery media, which 
uses an image located on a protected partition on the hard drive.

Prerequisites for the implementation of this procedure

● The hardware must be the same as at the time of delivery.

● The protected partition of the hard drive in the acquisition unit 
MyCrown Design and the image stored there must not have been 
changed.

● The hard drive of the acquisition unit MyCrown Design must be 
recognized by the PC without any physical errors occurring.

● There must be no changes made to the partition structure on the hard 
drive.

● This procedure is not suitable for the initial configuring of a new hard 
disk.

Implementation of the procedure

✔ PC / acquisition unit MyCrown Design is switched on.
✔ Windows is running.
1. Plug the Recovery USB stick into the USB port. Ignore or close any 

windows that open.
2. Open the start menu, click on the “On/Off” symbol and select 

"Reboot" .
3. Alternative procedure for if the device can no longer run Windows: 

Switch off the acquisition unit MyCrown Design, insert the Recovery 
USB stick and switch the device on again.
 The device starts automatically in recovery mode.

4. Confirm that all data on Drive C: is deleted and that you have saved 
all important data by activating the two check boxes.

5. Click on "Restore Windows"  and wait while recovery takes place. 
Follow the instructions to remove the Recovery USB stick from the 
USB port and click on "OK"  to start a new session in Windows.

NOTICE 
Save your data! 

We urgently recommend that a backup copy of all important data is 
made on an external storage device before resetting to factory settings. 

The patient database is located in D:\Data\.
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6. When restarting, please ensure that the camera is connected and 
that no network cable is connected to the LAN port on the underside 
of the trolley.

7. Click on “Do this later“ when you are asked for a Windows 
Product Key. If you receive an error message after the reset, this 
means that either the hard drive is damaged or the correct hard drive 
partition and/or copy of the factory settings has not been found. 
Please contact your service engineer.

Final steps

In order to be able to work with the device as before, it is necessary to 
perform the following steps:

● If the device is connected to the internet: 

– Open the Windows settings (open the start menu and click on the 
gearwheel).

– Select "Update and Security" .
– Click on "Search for Updates"  and allow the prepared updates to 

be installed. This will also update the Microsoft Defender 
software and its virus and spyware software.

– Change to "Activation"  on the left. Check the activation status 
and if Windows is not yet activated, start this process.

– Restart Windows when requested to do so. 

● If the device is not connected to the internet:

– A one-time short-term internet connection must be established 
for Windows activation. This can be done e.g. using a surf stick 
or WLAN sharing on a Smartphone. No great data volume arises 
purely during activation.

– Open the Windows settings (open the start menu and click on the 
gearwheel).

– Select "Update and Security" .
– Change to "Activation"  on the left. Check the activation status 

and if Windows is not yet activated, start this process.

– Directly after successful activation, disconnect from the internet 
to prevent further automatic downloads.

● Run the installation for MyCrown Design software from the 
installation USB stick (see “User Manual – MyCrown Design”).

● Establish communication between the acquisition unit MyCrown 
Design and MyCrown Mill (see device operating instructions).

● Check and set the parameters in the user software.

● Calibrate MyCrown Mill (see section „MyCrown Mill – Operating 
instructions“).

● Perform complete camera calibration (see “MyCrown Design - 
Operating Instructions”, Section ““ ). 
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Optional

● Restoring the backup data.

● Installation of the Windows and software updates, additional 
programs.

● Entry of required personal settings (passwords etc.)

● Installation of software for additional devices.
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12 Disposal
In accordance with Directive 2012/19/EU and national disposal 
regulations regarding old electrical and electronic devices, please be 
advised that such items must be disposed of in a special way within the 
European Union (EU). These regulations require environmental friendly 
usage/disposal of old electrical and electronic devices. Such items must 
not be disposed of as domestic refuse. This has been expressed using 
the icon of the “crossed out trash can” since March 24, 2006, amongst 
other methods.

Disposal procedure

We feel responsible for our products from the first idea to their disposal. 
For this reason, we give you an option to return our old electronic and 
electrical devices.

For country-specific information on disposal, contact your local dental 
dealers.
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